
TECHNIQUES OF CONTROLLED WRITING ACTIVITIES

Students could have to revise or fix up thesis statements/topic sentences. Even outlining can easily be turned into a
controlled writing activity.

British Council. Teachers can turn to the other students in the class to assist in the feedback process, but peer
responding in the writing class must be modeled, taught, and controlled in order for it to be a valuable activity.
Finish each one and then complete the story in your own words. The folds should have divided the paper into
eight rectangles. Exercise 2: Ask the students to rewrite the story by changing the tense into past tense. Extract
1 taken from Writing English Language Tests Although dogs are only animals, they are very useful and help
men a lot. Photo Credits. It can provide an opportunity for the teacher to ask the student about intended
messages that are often difficult to understand by simply reading a working draft. A list of criteria that is
usually included is content, organization, vocabulary use, grammatical use, and mechanical considerations.
Ask sports fans to make lists of their favorite sports or players. Matching beginning and ending sentences:
Select a number of sentences. Some dogs are used for hunting and others help to rescue people. After
receiving the feedback, students begin to revise their papers. Teacher can draw attention to some common
mistakes for the benefit of the whole class. New York: Prentice Hall Regents. Free writing: Freed from the
necessity of worrying about grammar and format, students can often generate a great deal of prose which
provide useful raw material to use in addressing the writing assignment at hand. After that, students begin to
create word maps, which is to relate words and draw relationship. Measuring Second Language Performance.
As their confidence and interest grow, less guided activities will encourage them to write more confidently.
Rooks, George. Example: like- afternoon-the-going-I-in-swimming. A: Controlled Writing Activities At
elementary level students should be given exercises which require them to think and add something of their
own; but exercises at this level should still be controlled, so that students do not make too many mistakes.


